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DAM FIGHTER PRO     
ROD BAG

Excellently made rod bags of very 
hard-wearing, durable 600D ny-
lon (100%)material, with enough 
room for up to four completely 
made-up rods.

DAM ROD BAG

Excellently made rod bags of very 
hard-wearing, durable 600D (100%) 

nylon material, with enough room 
for up to four completely made-up 
rods. 

INNER LINING OF 8374

DAM ROD BAG DELUXE

If a standard rod bag doesn’t offer you the stability you want for protecting your 
rods and plastic cases are too heavy and difficult to transport, the these framed 
rod bags are the perfect solution. They offer you the best of both worlds. The bags 
are equipped with a frame construction made out of metal wire that is put inside 
the outer layer. This makes the bags much more stable than conventional rod 
bags which also means your rods are far better protected. The high quality bags 
are made out of 600D nylon (100%), have thick padding for protecting your rods, 
offers enough room for up to six mounted rods, and is equipped with an extra 
outer pocket for the easy transpport of an umbrella or rod holder.

8302 130 FIGHTER PRO ROD BAG 1/1/5 130 x 18 x 25 cm

8302 155 FIGHTER PRO ROD BAG 1/1/5 155 x 18 x 25 cm

8302 175 FIGHTER PRO ROD BAG 1/1/5 175 x 18 x 25 cm

8303 100 ROD BAG 1/1/20 100 x 12 x 28 cm

8303 125 ROD BAG 1/1/10 125 x 12 x 28 cm

8303 145 ROD BAG 1/1/10 145 x 12 x 28 cm

8303 165 ROD BAG 1/1/10 165 x 12 x 28 cm

8310 525  ROD BAG DELUXE / SMALL 1/1/6 125 x 10 x 25cm

8310 545 ROD BAG DELUXE / MEDIUM 1/1/6 145 x 10 x 25cm

8310 565 ROD BAG DELUXE / BIG 1/1/6 165 x 10 x 25cm




